
When considering impression ma-

terials for crown-and-bridge impressions,

the author looks for four basic character-

istics: strength, elasticity, dimensional

stability and the ability to register detail

in any environment. For this reason, he has

chosen to highlight Take 1® Advanced™

impression material (Kerr Corporation,

Orange, CA). Kerr has reintroduced this

material and made some impressive im-

provements over the old Take 1 material.

Take 1 Advanced is very forgiving and

addresses the top five problems labora-

tories are having with 50% of the cases

that are sent in to them. Take 1 Advanced

is very hydrophilic, meaning that even

though there may be saliva or blood in

the impression field, the material will be

more likely to overcome these obstacles

and solve the problem of bubbles, fins,

folds, and margin identification. Also, the

dimensional stability of Take 1 Advanced

is superior. This means that the material

has the ability to get into undercuts yet

be strong and resilient enough to over-

come deformation.

One notable improvement to Take 1

Advanced is the delivery. It is available

in cartridges, Volume™ for use in auto-

matic mixing machines, and an innova-

tive all-in-one Unidose syringe that allows

the clinician to have more control be-

cause he or she is closer to the prepara-

tion. Also, Take 1 Advanced comes in three

set times and multiple viscosities, to ap-

peal to a wide variety of preferences and

style of practice.

TECHNIQUE
With a high-quality material selection

that is forgiving and cost-effective, tech-

niques need to be examined. A step-by-

step guide follows:

Step 1: After preparation, evaluate the

preparation to make sure the margin can

be identified. Use a cord, Expasyl™ (Kerr

Corporation), a diode laser, or whatever

your preference is for retraction and he-

mostasis. Remember, if the margin is

visible, the impression material can find

the margin.

Step 2: Make sure the preparation is dried

(not desiccated) and there is no bleeding

around it. The author uses Expasyl if there

is a little bleeding remaining around the

preparation; it is easy to use and, in his

opinion, practically foolproof. Place the

tip of the wash material as close to the

sulcus as possible and extrude at a quick

pace around the preparation without lift-

ing the tip (Figure 1). Go around the tooth

until the entire tooth is covered. While

syringing the wash material around the

tooth, the assistant should be placing the

tray material into the impression tray.

(It is helpful to time the assistant loading

the tray while the wash is being placed

so that when it is finished, the tray is ready

to place in the mouth).

Step 3: Blow the wash material into the

sulcus, creating a thin coating of materi-

al around the tooth (Figure 2).

Step 4: Rewash the preparation with wash

material, keeping the tip of the gun as

close to the sulcus as possible (Figure 3).

Avoid creating bubbles in this step. Take

the impression tray from the assistant

and have the patient bite to their habit-

ual bite. Watch as your patient bites to

centric occlusion. Sometimes impressions

can be lost in this step; therefore, coach-

ing them to achieve centric occlusion is

beneficial. Leave the impression in the

mouth for the specified amount of time

according to manufacturer instructions

(Figure 4 and Figure 5). Times will vary

depending on material viscosity and man-

ufacturer. Distortion will occur if the

material is not fully set. It is highly rec-

ommended to use a timer.

CONCLUSION
Techniques can be adapted to suit differ-

ent styles of practice; however, the basic

principles of impression taking must be

adhered to. When selecting an impres-

sion material it is important to match dif-

ferent characteristics of your individual

practicing style to your preferred choice

of impression material. If you have a pref-

erence for putty or tray material, choose a

manufacturer that offers this selection.

Your preference of tray type may also in-

fluence your material choice.

Finally, a system of impression taking

needs to be established between dentists

and their assistants. This system needs to

be consistently performed, with no devi-

ation, to minimize the problems associ-

ated with impressions, which in turn will

increase the profitability and efficiency.

When you make a very difficult tech-

nique such as impression taking look

simple in the eyes of your patients, they

will know they have come to the right

place—your office.

This article was written by Sam Simos,

DDS. Dr. Simos maintains a private prac-

tice in Marseilles and Bolingbrook, Illinois.

For more information, contact:

Kerr Corporation

Phone: 800-537-7123

Web: kerrdental.com
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Figure 1 Extrude wash material around the

preparation sulcus while keeping the tip in the

sulcus.
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Figure 2 Blow the wash material vigorously

into the sulcus.

Figure 3 Rewash the preparation.

Figure 4 and Figure 5 The finished impression.


